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INSANITY AND ITS TREATMENT IN ISLAMIC
SOCIETY'
by
MICHAEL W. DOLS*
A description of the actual treatment of the insane in medieval Islamic society is a
difficult task for three major reasons. First, the medical texts, especially the
well-known treatise on insanity by Ishaq ibn 'Imran,2 give descriptions of various
mentaldisturbancesandtheirtherapies; theseaccounts are, however, usuallyrestricted
to the Galenic tradition, are generally nonclinical, and do not emphasize psychoses or
florid conditions. Like Islamic law, these accounts are prescriptive rather than
descriptive, sothatanyhistorical surveyofthemedical treatment oftheinsanecan rely
on them only as supportive evidence oras the rationale forthe practice ofprofessional
physicians. Second, historical descriptions ofdisturbed men and women are rare, and
one must resort to a wide variety ofsources, such as adab (belles-lettres), biographical
dictionaries, geographers' and travellers' accounts. These depictions of unusual
behaviour are, in fact, evaluative. Thus, the third issue is the serious methodological
problemofwhatismeant by"insanity" or"mentalillness".3 Forconvenience, insanity
may be defined as any behaviour that isjudged to be abnormal or extraordinary by a
social group at a specific time and place. Within the wide spectrum of human
behaviour, membersofanysociety setboundaries towhattheybelieve tobeacceptable
or permissible. This judgement or consensus depends on the degree to which an
individual's behaviour isdisturbed aswell as on the attitudes ofhis or her social group
toward those actions.4 Mental illness is, then, more intimately dependent on social
attitudesand beliefs thanphysical illness, and thissocialcontext largelydetermines the
care and treatment of the insane.
* Michael W. Dols, PhD, Wellcome Unit for the History ofMedicine, 45-47 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2
6PE.
l This essay was presented at a symposium entitled 'Arabic Science and Medicine, 750-1950', which was
held at the Wellcome Institute for the History ofMedicine, London, 13-14 December 1984, inco-operation
with the League ofArab States. It is an abridgement ofmy "Majniin": themadman in Islamic society, which
will treat more fully the various aspects ofthe topic. I should like to thank Lawrence Conrad for his helpful
comments and suggestions.
2 Ishaq ibn 'Imran, Maqala fi l-Marihidiyii (Abhandlung uber die Melancholie), and Constantinus
Africanus, Libriduodemelancholia, ed. and trans. Karl Garbers, Hamburg, 1977. ForotherArabic medical
texts on insanity, see below.
3 See George Mora and J. L. Brand (editors), Psychiatry and its history, Springfield, Ill., C. C Thomas,
1976, especially pp. 172-194.
4 George Rosen, Madness in society. Chapters in the historical sociology of mental illness, London,
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Given these reservations, let us consider an unusually full and interesting passage
concerning the insane from al-MaqrTzT's chronicle of late-medieval Egypt.' The
following account appears unexpectedly among the events of the year 753/1352:
At this time [10 Jumada II] news arrived from Safad that, on Friday at the end ofJumada 1, there
appeared in the village ofHattin (in the province ofSafad) an individual who claimed that he was
the Sultan Abu Bakr al-Mansur ibn as-Sultan al-Malik an-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun [who
had reigned in 741/1340].6 With him was a group estimated at ten peasants. The news reached the
na'ib [governor] ofSafad, and he sent his secretary and chamberlain [to investigate]. They fetched
the man, and the na'ib gathered together the people and the judges. The man claimed that he had
been in Qus and that the governor ofQuis had not killed him but had set him free. He had travelled
by sea and arrived at Qatya. Since then, he had been in Gaza, and he had there a nurse who had the
curved dagger7 and insignia of office. The na'ih said: "In those days I was the royal taster
[/ashnakir]. I used to make the meals in the morning and evening, and I do not recognize you." The
man insisted on his story, and the opinion of some of the people was on his side, for they did not
doubt him. The case was clarified by investigation in Gaza, where the woman was found whom he
said was his nurse. She confessed that she was his mother and that he had been attacked by
madness[Uunuin] for years, usually two or three times a year. The people ofGaza said that he was
known as Abu Bakr ibn ar-Rammah and that he had a bad reputation and had been beaten
frequently with whips. Therefore, the order was given that he be carried out [ofthe town], and the
na'ib ofSafad put the man's hands and feet into stocks. Subsequently, irons were put on his neck,
and he was sent to the sultan [in Cairo]. He arrived at the Citadel on Tuesday the 18th and was
questioned in the presence of the amirs. He was confused in his speech and talked irrationally.
Then he was brought before the sultan. The man spoke as he wished and spent the night in
pleasant conversation [with the sultan] on Thursday the 20th. He became famous in Cairo and
Fustat. In these circumstances, he spoke as if he were a sultan. He would exclaim: "Pity your
sultan; soon I am returning to you." Many people gathered around him, offering him drinks and
sweets, and they talked with him. If someone came to him with some water for him to drink, he
[the madman] would demand that he [who had offered it] taste it first.8 When he saw an amir, he
would exclaim: "This is my mamluk9 and the mamluk ofmy father." And he would also say: [My
fate is] like [that of] my brother an-Nasir Ahmad10 and my brother al-Kamil Sha'ban1t and my
brother al-Musaffar Ha.ii2 all of them have been murdered." He stayed in the stocks for two
days and was imprisoned on the third. He remained as he was in the prison, and his tongue was cut
out.
At this time also someone in Cairo claimed to be a prophet and said that, if he married, the
woman would give birth to a son who would proclaim the truth ofhis prophethood. It was said to
him: "What an evil prophet you are!" He replied: "Because you are an evil people!" He wasjailed.
His case was examined, and it was found that he had left the fools [mamruirin] at the hospital
[maristan]13 twelve days before. He had been caught repeatedly [after escaping from the hospital].
He is a madman [ma.jnun], so he was put back among the fools.
5al-Maqrizi, as-Suluk li-ma'ritft duvalal-muluk, part 2, vol. 3 Cairo, 1958, pp. 865-867.
6 al-Mansur Sayfad-Din Abu Bakr, the eldest son ofan-Nasir, who was exiled to Qus after a successful
court d'etat, was executed there by the governor in that year.
an-Nimjah; see Dozy, Supplement aux dictionnaires arahes, vol. 2, p. 732.
8 The intent is that he would not drink the water until the ssaiq drank from it, according to the custom of
the sultans.
9 Mamlhks were freedmen whose primary purpose was to form reliable and skilled cavalry regiments;
from the ninth century AD, however, the mamlfik corps usurped civil control of most Islamic states and
formed a distinct ruling caste in these states. See Daniel Pipes, Slave soldiers an(l Aslam: the genesis of a
military s\ystem, New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1981; Patricia Crone, Slaves on horses: the
evolution of the 1slamih polki', Cambridge University Press, 1980; and Michael Dols, The ,'o(ack Death in the
Middle East, Princeton University Press, 1977, pp. 143 148.
10 Reigned 743/1342, see below.
Reigned 746/1345-747/1346.
12 Reigned 747/1346- 74811347.
13 See Theencyclopaedia olIslam, 2nd ed., s.v. "BimAristAn" (Dunlop, Colin, and $ehsuvaroglu) and note
21 below. Hereinafter referred to as El'.
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Despite the studies of Professor Muhammad Ziyadah on the prisons in Mamlfk,
Egypt, we know very little about their organization and functioning, especially with
regard to the insane.14 Nevertheless, the self-proclaimed sultan appears to have been
put in prison because he was believed to be politically dangerous; it is ambiguous from
the text whether he was silenced literally or figuratively. The self-proclaimed prophet
was eventually returned to the hospital, which was probably the famous Mansarl
Hospital, founded in Cairo in AD 1284. That this hospital cared for the insane is clear
from the evidence of its endowment deed, medieval and modern descriptions, and its
architectural plan.'5
The special provision for the insane is a remarkable aspect of the Islamic hospital.
Unlike the earlier Byzantine hospitals,'6 the Islamic hospitals invariably included
wards for men and women who were mentally ill. Why this should be so is a difficult
question.'7 Yet it is probable that the first major hospitals established in Baghdad in
the ninth century AD treated the insane. A maristan was certainly founded by Ibn
Tulun in Egypt in AD 872-73, and it appears to have provided for the insane.18 In any
case, facilities for the mentally ill became a customary feature of the Islamic hospital.
Medieval travellers often noted the provision for the insane; for example, in 578/1183,
Ibn Jubayr described the Nasir'i Hospital in Cairo in the following way:
A third [building] that adjoins them [the other two buildings of the hospital] is a large place,
having rooms with iron windows; it serves as a place ofconfinement for the insane. They also have
persons who daily examine their condition and give them what is fitting for them. All these
matters the sultan oversees, examining and questioning, and demanding the greatest care and
attention to them. In [Fustat] there is another hospital of precisely the same model.19
Two years later (580/1185), Ibn Jubayr visited Damascus and saw two older hospitals
that greatly impressed him. There was also "a system of treatment for confined
lunatics, and they are bound in chains."20 Following these precedents, hospitals with
14 Muhammad Ziyadah, 'as-Sujuin fi Misr fi l-'usfir al-wusta', ath-TIhaqtalh, vols. 260, 262, 279, Cairo,
1943-44, pp. 2123-2125, 20-22, 424-426 respectively.
15 See the survey of this hospital in Ahmad 'Isa (Issa), Histoire des Bimaristans (lu3pitau.v) i le(poque
islamique, Cairo, 1928, pp. 40-76; and Max Herz, 'Die Baugruppe des Sultans Qalaun in Kaire', in
Abhandlungen des Hamburgisehen Kolonialinstituts, vol. 42, Reihe B, vol. 22, Hamburg, 1919, pp. 34 42. The
plan that the French architect Pascal Coste drew in the early nineteenth century is the basis of all later
reconstructions of the hospital; the two sets of cells strongly suggest their use for insane males and
females- see his Architecture arabe ou monuments du Kaire, Paris, 1839, pl. 15.
16 See Robert Volk, Gesundheitswesen und Wohltatigkeit im Spiegel der hb antinischlen Klostertypika,
(Miscellanea Byzantina Monoacensia, no. 28), Munich, 1983, esp. p. 180f. T. S. Miller, The birth of the
hospital in the Bizantine empire, Baltimore, Md., Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985.
See M. W. Dols, 'The origins of the Islamic hospital: myth and reality', forthcoming.
18 al-Kindi, Thegovernorsandjudgesof'Egypt..., ed. E. J. W. Rhuvon Guest, (Gibb Memorial Series, vol.
19), Leiden and London, Brill, 1912, p. 216f--the last stanza of the poem (I. 5f) may be construed as a
reference to the insane; al-Maqrizi, al-Maiva'i. wval-i'tihar hi-dhikral-khitaita 1al-athar, Bula5q, 1854, vol. 2, p.
405f; see also M. W. Dols, 'Insanity in Byzantine and Islamic medicine', in Symii.posiutm on Blzantinc
Medicine, (Dumbarton Oaks Papers, no. 38), Washington, D.C., 1984, p. 135.
19 The Travels of!'hn Jubaiyr, trans. R. J. C. Broadhurst, London, Jonathan Cape, 1952, p. 44.
20 Ibid., p. 296. ibn Jubayr continues: "Some ofthem let fall some pleasant witticisms according to what
we would hear. One ofthe drollest I heard was ofa man who had taught the Koran. The son ofa notable in
the town, a youth bearing some traits ofbeauty called Nasr Allah, was in the habit ofreading it to him, and
the man became infatuated with the youth. His passion increased until his brain became disordered and he
was taken to the hospital, and his sickness and disgrace became notorious. His father used to visit him and
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asylums for the insane were built throughout the Islamic world until modern times.2'
The development of the early Islamic hospital had coincided with the massive
translation ofearly, primarily Greek, scientific works into Arabic. The translators as
well as their translations surely reinforced an orientation to Galenicmedicine that was
practised by Christian and Jewish doctors in the Hellenistic Near East. Both the
hospital and the translations were the direct result ofprincely patronage that allowed
these projects to be carried out on a grand scale. It also allowed medicine todevelop as
a discipline largely beyond religious constraints. Compared to the transference of
Greek scientific knowledge to Rome in antiquity, there appears to have been a
conscious effort by the 'Abbasid elite to promote medicine especially, making it
accessible to Arabic-speaking practitioners and patients. Thus, an adherence to
Galenic principles became the criteriaforprofessional medical status in Islamic society
and was closely associated with training in the hospital.
Galenic medicine emphasized the physical causation of illness.22 Insanity was a
disturbance or dysfunction of the brain, which controlled mental activity and
emotions. The functioning of the brain, and the body in general, depended upon the
proper mixture ofthe humours and their qualities, so that the treatment ofany illness
was aimed at the restoration ofthe balance ofthese humours. It may be said that this
somaticapproachcreated theconcept of"mental illness". Thephysiologicalapproach
was further developed in late antiquity and was directly inherited by Islamic doctors.
For example, even passionate love, 'ishq, was commonly considered by Islamic
physiciansasamundaneillness.23 Whereasmadnesswasinterpreted invariouswaysin
antiquity, forGalen, itwasanillnesslikeall otherillnesses;24 logically, madness should
come to be treatable, like all other illnesses, in the hospital.
once said to him, 'Go, and get back to the part of the Koran you were at,' and the man, jesting with the
boldness of the possessed, replied, 'What part of it have I retained? Nothing of the Koran remains in my
memory save "when there comes the Help ofAllah" [Qur'an CX,1].' Men laughed at him and what he said,
and we beg ofGod that he and all Muslims might be forgiven. He remained in this state until he died; may
God grant him His forbearance."
21 See E. Bay, 'Islamische Krankenhauser im Mittelalter unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der
Psychiatrie', Dissert., Medical Faculty, University of Dusseldorf, 1967; A. Terzioglu, 'Mittelalterliche
islamische Krankenhauser', Ann. Univ. Ankara, 1974, 13: 47-76; idem, 'Das Nureddin-Krankenhaus in
Damaskus (gegr. 1154) aus der Epoche der Seldschuken und seine Bedeutung fur die Medizin- und
Krankenhausgeschichte,' Historia Hospitalium, 1976, 11; 59-75; idem, 'Mittelalterliche islamische
Krankenhauser unter Berucksichtigung der Frage nach den altesten psychiatrischen Anstalten', Dissert.,
Faculty ofArchitecture, Technical University, Berlin, 1968;'Is, Histoiredes Bimaristans and his revised and
enlarged edition ofthis work, Ta'rikhal-bim&ristana&tfl-islam, Damascus, 1939; and M. Desruelles and H.
Bersot, 'L'assistance aux alienes chez les arabes du Vllle au Xlle si&cle', Ann. med.-psychol., 1938, 96:
689-709.
22 Helmut Flashar, Melancholia undMelancholiker inden medizinischen Theorien derAntike, Berlin, 1966,
p.107: "Dabei bleibt in Galens Darstellung vieles unberucksichtigt, was in den fruheren Abhandlungen uber
die Melancholie schon enthalten war, vor allem jede Art von Psychotherapie."
23 Ibn Sind, al-Qaknun, Bulaq, 1877, vol. 2, p. 72f. See Stefan Leder, Ibn al-6au-z und seine Kompilation
wider die Leidensehaft. Die Traditionalist ingelehrter Uberlieferung undorigindrer Lehre, Beirut/Wiesbaden,
1984, index, s.v. "cisq"; and Lois A. Giffen, Theoryofprofane love among the Arabs, New York University
Press, 1971.
24 For the secondary literature, see Bennett Simon, Mind and madness in ancient Greece, Ithaca, N.Y.,
Cornell University Press, 1978; Rosen, op. cit., note 4 above, ch. 3; Agnes C. Vaughan, Madness in Greek
thought and custom, Baltimore, Md., Johns Hopkins University Press, 1919; Gerald C. Moss, 'Mental
disordersinantiquity', in D. Brothwell and A. T. Sandison (editors), Diseases inantiquity. Springfield, Ill., C.
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One of the consequences of this strong physiological tradition was that it did not
allow for the easy admixture of theology and metaphysics. Despite the widespread
belief in jinn or demons as the cause of insanity, Ibn Sina, for example, was highly
sceptical ofdemonology and attributed insanity directly to physical causes. Following
the humoral pathology ofGalen, the Islamic medical texts give nosologies ofmental
illnesses.25 The major categories were al-manlya and do' al-kalb (canine madness),
al-matkhuliya and al-qutrub (lycanthropy), al-'ishq and often qaranitis/birsam
(phrenitis).26 The texts describe their causation, semiology, and treatment.27
According to Ibn Sina, al-man7ya or bestial madness (junfin), particularly, was a
chronic condition caused by burnt yellow bile or black bile reaching the brain. It was
characterized by confusion, agitation, ferocity, and unnatural appearances like a
predatory animal; itwaslikephrenitis, butwithoutfever.28 Themedical texts generally
devoteconsiderableattention totheregimeninordertocorrectthehumoral imbalance
of the mentally disturbed.29 Overall, the medical texts represent a rational, non-
moralistic, and humane point ofview. The Islamic asylums are astrikingexpression of
faith in Galen's physiological psychology.30
Butthereisaparadoxhere. Asinthenineteenthcentury, whenthemoderndiscipline
of psychiatry grew out of the neurological approach to insanity, the
institutionalization ofthe insane in the Islamic hospital gave rise tojustifiable doubts
about a strictly somatic interpretation ofmental illness and the Dogmatic tradition of
Greek medicine in general.31 A good example of these doubts occurs in the
mid-eleventh-century treatise of Sa'ld ibn BakhtTshn'. He argued persuasively in his
Risalah fl (-(ibb, for the psychic causation of illness-epitomized by passionate
love-in addition to the somatic causation. At the beginning ofthe fourth chapter of
hiswork, Ibn Bakht!sho' calledattention to theneglect ofthepsychicelement inillness
by the ordinary doctor "who has not entered the blmaristan and has not seen how the
staff treats the sick-pacifying the nerves of some and busying the minds of others,
diverting their anxieties and entertaining them with song and other things, exciting
C. Thomas, 1967, pp. 709-722; J. L. Heiberg, Geisteskrankheiten im klassischen Altertum, Berlin/Leipzig,
1927; Jackie Pigeaud, La maladie del'"me, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1981; Flashar, op. cit., note 22 above.
25 The presentation ofmental illnesses according to symptoms, causes, and therapies appears first in the
works ofCelsus (see ibid., p. 75); the scheme is developed further in late antiquity and into the Islamic era.
26 On theterminology forphrenitis, see Manfred Ullmann, Islamic medicine, Edinburgh University Press,
1978, pp. 28-30.
27 E.g., ar-Razi,al--Hal, al-kabir, Hyderabad, 1955-68, vol. 1,pp.61-82;at-Tabari, Firdausul-Hikmat or
Theparadise ofwisdom, ed. M. Z. Siddiqi, Berlin, 1928, pp. 138-149; J. G. Balfour, 'An Arab physician on
insanity', J. ment. Sci., 1876, 22: 241-249; Thabit ibn Qurrah, Kitab adh-Dhakirah, ed. G. Sobhy, Cairo,
1928, ch. 7; al-MajisT, Kamil as-sinizah at-tibbiyah, Bulaq, 1877, vol. 1, pp. 332-336; lshaq ibn 'Imran,
MaqaIlafi l-Mirihiliy&. A briefsurvey ofIslamic medical interpretations ofinsanity is given in M. W. Dols,
'Insanity in Islamic medicine", in the Proceedings ofthe International Congress.for the History ofMedicine
(Cairo, December 1984), [in press].
28 Ibn Sind, al-Q&nun, vol. 2, p. 63.
29 See especially Ishaq ibn 'Imran, Maqla.fil-Malihuidiy, pp. 103a-109a.
30 See Stanley W. Jackson, 'Galen-On mental disorders', J. Hist. behav. Sci., 1969, 5: 365-384; Luis
Garcia Ballester, 'Diseases of the soul (Nosemata tes Psyches) in Galen: the impossibility of a Galenic
psychotherapy', Clio Medica, 1974, 9: 35-43; 1. E. Drabkin, 'Remarks on ancient psychopathology', Isis,
1955, 46: 223-234.
31 See the introductory survey by Andrew Scull in his Madhouses, mad-doctors, andmadmen, London,
Athlone Press, 1981, pp. 5-32.
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some of them by abuse and scorn and stirring their souls ....32
This glimpse ofthe mental patients in the hospital through the eyes ofa prominent
doctor leads to the question ofthe actual treatment ofthe mentally ill in the medieval
period. Most conspicuous in the historical accounts, as in that of Ibn Jubayr, is the
frequent mention of the various forms of restraint that were placed on the violently
insane.33 Good evidence of the institutional care of the insane is furnished by Leo
Africanus (AD 1465-c. 1550), who was secretary at the hospital for the insane in Fez
for two years. He said that the insane were bound in strong iron chains in the hospital.
The walls oftheir rooms were strengthened with heavy beams ofwood and iron. The
person who was in charge offeeding them constantly carried a whip, and when he saw
an agitated patient, he administered a good thrashing. Sometimes strangers
approached these chambers. The insane called out to them and complained how
unjustly they were detained and how cruelly they were handled everyday by the
officers, although they were cured oftheir insanity. Having persuaded the passersby to
come closer, the insane would greatly abuse them.34 Despite the unpleasantness of
these conditions ofconfinement, the asylums were obviously accessible to visitors (see
below), and the conditions of the insane appear to have been accepted in the same
matter-of-fact way as other disabilities. The asylum is almost a commonplace theme in
Arabic literature; for example, a highly entertaining tale in The thousandandonenights
aboutAbt 1-Hasan the Eccentric, who was deceived by Harun ar-Rashid into believing
that he was the caliph.35
The harsh conditions of the asylum should not be misconstrued. The general
understanding and treatment of insanity in the Islamic hospital do not fit Michel
Foucault's harrowing interpretration of the development of the hospital in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europe.36 The chains and irons in the Islamic
hospital were simply necessary devices to prevent harm to the insane or to others; it was
not a "great confinement". Despite the apparent cruelty, one can take a benign view.
For example, the foreign traveller Jean de Thevenot, who visited Cairo in the
32 Fols. 74r-74v in F. Klein-Franke (ed. and trans.), Uher die Heilung der Krankheiten der Seele und des
Korpers, in Recherches, nouvelle series: B. Orient chr&tien, vol. 4, Beirut, 1977; and idem, Vorlesungen ihber
die Medizin im Islam, in Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 23, Wiesbaden, Steiner, 1982, ch. 7.
33 E.g., The itinerary ofBenjamin of Tudela: travels in the Middle Ages (1983 repr.), p. 98f. See also Jacob
Seide, 'Medicine and natural history in the itinerary of Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela (I 100-1 177)', Bull. Hiist.
Med., 1954, 28: 401-407. Ibn Sind (al-Qanuin, vol. 2, p. 65) recommended restraint of the insane in a
suspended cage; cf. Paulus Aegineta, The seven hooks, vol. 3, p. 14.
3 Leo Africanus, The history anddescription ofAfrica, trans. Robert Brown, London, Hakluyt Society,
1892, vol.2, p.425f; also Description del'Afrique, ed. and trans. A. Epaulard, Paris, 1956, vol. 1, p. 187. In the
Brown translation, Leo Africanus continues: "And having thus persuaded the commersby, approaching
neerer and neerer unto them, at length they take hold with one hand on their garments, and (like villans) with
the other hand they shamefully defile their faces and apparell with dung. And though all of them haue their
priuies and close stooles, yet would they be poysoned in their owne filth, if the seruants did not often wash
their lodgings: so that their abominable and stinke is the cause why citizens neuer visit them. Likewise this
hospitall hath many roomes for the purneiors, notaries, cookes, and other officers belonging to the sicke
persons; who each ofthem haue some small yeerely stipend. Being a yoong man I myselfe was notarie heere
for two yeeres, which office is worth three duckats a moneth."
35 Powys Mathers, (trans.), Thehook ofthe thousandnights andone nights, London, 1972 repr., vol. 3, pp.
230-267; see also vol. 4, pp. 56-82.
36 Michel Foucault, Madness and civilization, London, Tavistock, 1973. See M. W. Dols, 'Charity and
welfare in medieval Islamic society'. forthcoming.
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mid-seventeenth century, described the Manstri Hospital in the following way: "The
Hospital and Mosque ofMad People is very near Han Khalil; [the insane] are chained
with heavy iron chains, and [they] are led to the Mosque at prayer time ... The
Hospital is called Morestan, and it serves also the sick Poor, who are well entertained
and look'd after in it."37
Judging by the medievalmedical texts, thedoctorsapparentlypaidcloseattention to
the patient's regimen; the "non-naturals",38 especiallyexercise, a restful environment,
and ample sleep, should be studied and adjusted, so that the patient's daily life would
be conducive to recovery. Treatment included baths, fomentations (particularly to the
head), compresses, bandaging, and massage with various oils. Bloodletting,39 leeches,
cupping, and cautery also appear to have been used. Medication with both simple and
compound drugs, usually ofvegetable origin, as well as theriacs,40 were given to the
mentally ill in every possible form.41 The drugs included purgatives,42 emetics,
digestives, and sedatives, especially opium.43 An emphasis on drug therapy may be
attributed to Rufus of Ephesus because of his significant influence in this area of
Islamic medicine.
The purpose ofthe diets, baths, and medicines was generally, as Ibn Sina said,44 to
increase the moisture of the body in opposition to the presumed drying effect of the
black bile. Cold and moist foods were also advised by Ishaq ibn 'Imran as a corrective
to the burnt yellow bile, the major cause of mania; whey, particularly, was highly
recommended on the authority of Galen.45 The purpose of the bloodletting and
purgatives was to evacuate the damaging black bile. And the drugs were obviously
intended to calm the excited, stimulate the apathetic, and comfort the depressed.
Ibn AbT Usaybi'ah described such drug therapy at the Nor ad-Din Hospital in
Damascus: "Inthe hall [qa'ah] ofthefools[mamrtirln] Muhadhdhabad-Dinprescribed
37 The travels of Monsieur de Thevenot into the Levant, London, 1687, part 1, p. 143.
38 See M. W. Dols, Medieval Islamic medicine. Ibn Ridwan's treatise "On the prevention ofbodily ills in
Egyt", Berkeley, University of California Press, 1984, p. 13ff.
See the remarks of Prosper Alpin, La medecine des Egyptiens, Cairo, Institut Franqais d'Archeologie
Orientale, 1980, vol. 1, p. 142; Ghada Karmi, 'The colonization of traditional Arabic medicine', in Roy
Porter (editor), Patients andpractitioners. Lay, perceptions ofmedicine inpre-industrial society, Cambridge
University Press, 1985, pp. 320-322.
40 Ibn Iyais relates an interesting aspect ofthe hospital and theriacs in the context ofthe Sultan an-Nasir's
(901/1496-903/1498) own derangement: "The sultan desired to see the dissection of serpents that were
prepared at thehospital [fortheriacs]. Theoperation was, therefore, madein his presence in the roomsofthe
Bahra, and he paid great attention to it. He awarded robes of honour on the chiefdoctor Shams ad-Din
Qusfifl and on his son, as well as on psylle who had procured the serpents, and on other individuals."
(Histoire des mamlouks circassiens, trans. Gaston Wiet, Cairo, Institut Franqais d'Archeologie Orientale
[1945], vol. 2, p. 399). For a fuller discussion of this operation, see Gary Leiser and M. W. Dols, 'Evliya
Celebi's description of medicine in seventeenth-century Egypt', forthcoming.
41 For a general description of relevant materia medica, see Ishaq ibn 'Imran, Maqala, pp. 109b-120a.
42 See J. Moreau, 'Recherches sur les alienes en Orient', Ann. med. psychol., 1843, p. 111.
43 The careful study of hospital formularies may furnish indirect evidence of actual practices in the
hospitals. See also Max Meyerhof, 'Ober eine arabische Krankenhauspharmakopoe aus Kairo (um 1200 n.
Chr.)', Max Neuburger Festschrift, Vienna, 1948, pp. 340-345; 'ad-Dustuir al-bimaristWni, Le formulaire des
h6pitauxd'Ibn Abil Bayan, medecin du Bimaristan Annacery au Caire au Xlllesiecle', ed. R. P. Paul Sbath,
Bulletin de l'Institut d'Egypte, 1932-33, 15: 12-78; C. Pena Munoz and J. Luis Valverde, 'The formulary of
the hospitals ofIbn Abi l-Bayan (XIII century)', Proceedings ofthe First International Conference ofIslamic
Medicine, Kuwait, 1981, pp. 224-229.
44 Ibn Sina, al-Qanuin, vol. 2, pp. 64-65.
45 Ishaq ibn 'Imran, Maqala, p. 109a.
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foramanwhohadbeenstrickenbytheillnesscalledmaniya, thatisthebestial madness
[al-junfin as-sabu'l], an ample amount ofopium to be added to the barley water at the
time he was given to drink. The man improved and the condition disappeared."46
In this regard, Ibn Ab! Usaybi'ah also related an interesting story about Ibn
Hibatallah (d. AD 1154 or 1165),47 who cared for the sick at the Adudi Hospital in
Baghdad. Althoughthestorymay beapocryphal, itpresumes that the treatment ofthe
insane and the humoral theory werecommonplace in the hospital, and it suggests that
the latter strongly influenced everyday therapeutics. One day a woman came to him in
the hall of the insane that he supervised and asked him for advice about her son's
illness. He responded to her:
"It isdesirable that you give him food and drink that iscold and moist." Several maniacs that he
treated in the hall mocked him when they heard this, and they said to him: "You may be able to
give such a prescription to oneofyour students who is knowledgeable about the laws and secrets
ofmedicine. As for this poorwoman, how can she know thecold and moist things? Prescribe for
her instead adefinite remedy, so that she knows what it consists of." Far from being irritated by
this, the doctor kept an absolute silence.48
The medical texts also attest to psychotherapeutic techniques that may have been
employed. There isclearly aconcern in the texts for the personal, educative role ofthe
physician. The psychic healing of the patient's condition can be traced back to
antiquity, and anecdotal accounts ofthe wise physician are often repeated in Islamic
garb. In general, however, ancient medicine did not develop a concept ofthe healing
power of words or dialogue.49 From late antiquity, however, there seems to have
developed a "therapy ofthe word" or a greater beliefin the psychogenic causation of
mental illness.50 Professor Burgel has even suggested that the use ofshock or shame
therapy, specifically, may have originated with Islamic doctors.51 In any case, these
medieval doctors were apparently sensitive to the psychosomatic aspect of illness,
especially some forms ofmental disturbance. The treatise of Ibn Bakhtishf' is a fine
expressionofthissensitivity. Wealsogethintsofsuch treatmentin thegeneralmedical
texts. For example, ar-Razi sensibly urged the practising doctor to destroy a
melancholic's obsession with trifling concerns and to reassure the depressive of his
reasonable thoughts.52
Following the classical medical texts, especially Rufus of Ephesus, other psychic
means ofhealing wererecommended. Musicwas used in the Islamic hospitalsdown to
Ottoman times.53 Musical performances were given, for example, at the Mansfiri
46 Ibn Abi Usaybi'ah, 'Uyin al-anba7'fi abaqat at-atibba', ed. A Muller, Cairo, 1882, vol. 2, p. 242.
47 See Manfred Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, Leiden and Cologne, Brill, 1970, p. 163f.48
48 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 254.
49 Simon, op. cit., note 24 above, p. 227. Cf. Pedro Lain Entralgo, The therapy ofthe word in classical
antiquity, ed. and trans. L. J. Rather and J. M. Sharp, New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1970.
50 Flashar, op. cit., note 22 above, pp. 77f, 94f.
51 J. Ch. Biirgel, 'Psychosomatic methodsofcures in the Islamicmiddleages', Humaniora Islamica, Paris,
1973, 1:171.
52 ar-Razi, al-HMwI, vol. 1, p. 69.
53 E.g. Ishaq ibn 'Imran clearly recommends music and dance in his Maqala, pp. 102b-103a.
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Hospital in Cairo during the medieval period.54 Evilya Celebi visited the NOr ad-Din
Hospital in AD 1648, and he reported that concerts were given three times a day. He
also noticed that the treatments ofthe insane were recorded by the chiefphysician.55
From various sources it appears that other forms ofdiversion were also employed,
such as dancing, theatrical performances, and recitations.56 Furthermore, Benoit de
Maillet, a seventeenth-century Frenchman, recorded that, although most of these
features had disappeared at the ManorT Hospital in his time, there still existed the
custom ofannouncing the first prayer ofthe day two hours earlier than in the other
mosques of the city for the benefit of the insomniacs.57
There was, moreover, a keen attention to surroundings that would improve the
patient's frame ofmind. The hospitals, despite the cells for the insane, were usually
spacious,monumental structureswith fountains andgardens. Remarkableevidenceof
this aspect ofthe Islamic asylums is found in Evilya Celebi's description ofthe mental
hospital thatwas founded in Edirne(Adrianople) by Bayezid II (AD 1481-1512).58 To
the right ofthe Bayezid Mosquewas an insaneasylum, aswell asamedical school, in a
beautiful garden. Theasylumwas amassivedomed structure; thewinter roomslooked
out on to the rose garden and inward to the fountain and pool.
Some rooms areheated in thewinteraccording to the natureofthesick; they lay in bedsprovided
withample blanketsand rest themselves onsilk pillows, and moanandgroan. In the spring, at the
time ofmadness, those from the city who are lovesick and melancholy are put into some ofthe
rooms. Those brought to the asylum by the police are restrained and fettered by gilded and silver
chains around their necks. Each one roars and sleeps like a lion in his lair. Some fix their eyes on
thepoolandfountain and repeatwords likeabeggingderwish. And somedozein therosegarden,
grape orchards and fruit orchards ... and sing with the unmelodious voices of the mad.
In his very informative report of this hospital, Celebi mentions another type of
psychic treatment: in the spring, flowers were dispersed as a type ofolfactory therapy,
but many ofthe patients ate the flowers or trampled on them. He mentions that the
people of Edirne came to see the senseless, but he does not seem to imply that this
visitation was some kind ofTurkish Bedlam; rather, it was beneficial for the inmates.
Such visits do not seem to have been unusual in Islamic hospitals, judging from the
well-known visits of sultans such as Ibn Talnn, to their hospitals, and from stories,
such as the Three Madmen's Tale in The thousand and one nights and the central
episode in the Maqamat ofal-Hamadhani.59 The most surprising thing to Celebi was
the provision by the sultan in the asylum's endowment for three singers and seven
musicians who were to visit the hospital three times a week. They played six different
54 Prise d'Avennes, Lart Arabe, Paris, 1887, p. 138.
s5 Seya&hatname, Istanbul, 1971, vol. 13, p. 268.
56 See the Description dEgypte, eat moderne, Paris, 1809, vol. 2:2, p. 673f.
57 Benoit de Maillet, Description de l'Egypte, ed. Le Mascrier, Paris, 1736, vol. 1, p. 204.
58 J. E. Staehelin, 'Zur Geschichte der Psychiatrie des Islam', Schweiz. med. Woch. 1957, 87: 1152-1153.
See also A. Suheyl Unver, 'Four medical vignettes from Turkey', Int. Rec. Med., 1958, 171: 52-57.
59 Al-Maqrizi, al-Khitat, vol. 2, p. 405f; Mathers trans., Thebookofthethousandnightsandonenights, vol.
4, pp. 56-82 see Jerome W. Clinton, 'Madness and cure in the 1001 nights', Studia Islamica, 1985, 61:
107-125; The Maqaima7t ofBadi'al-Zamanal-HamadhZnl, trans. W. J. Prendergast, London, 1973 repr., pp.
100-103; on the latter, see James T. Monroe, 'The Maqamat of BadT' az-Zaman al-Hamadhani and the
Picaresque Genre', Papers ofthe Center for Arab and Middle East Studies, American University ofBeirut,
1983, 2:1-176.
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melodies, and many of the insane were reported to have been relieved. The inmates
were also carefully fed, and twodays aweek thepharmacy was opened to all the sick of
the city who received drugs and potions free.
What has been said about the care of the insane in medieval and early modern
Islamic society may be reasonable and informative as far as it goes, but it does not go
far enough. This brief survey does not satisfactorily account for the mad sultan and
mad prophet in al-MaqrTzl's chronicle or the mentally ill outside of the hospital. I
would suggest that medieval Islamic medicine was highly pluralistic, encompassing a
wide diversity ofbeliefs andpractices, and this pluralism can be seen quite vividly in the
case ofmental illness. It is worth remembering that insanity is one of the few areas in
modern medicine that still retains a pluralistic approach.
Medical pluralism may be said to comprise three ranges or spectra, which may be
termed the intellectual, sociological, and somatic (or behavioural), and this model may
be applied to mental illness. The first range is a continuum that runs from the strictly
naturalistic explanation and treatment of health and sickness to the strictly
supernatural. As for thenaturalistic, Galenic medicine with its focus in the hospital has
already been discussed. The supernatural explanation and practices concerning
insanity were very prominent in traditional Islamic society and cannot be ignored.60
The jinn were the cause of sickness and disease for many Muslims, and madness
(junuin) wasliterallypossession byjinn.61 The beliefinjinn wascommon in pre-Islamic
Arabia and is found in the Qur'an.62
The Qur'an and thehaadths or pious traditions ofthe Prophet were the bases offolk
psychiatry; this quasi-medical tradition was strongly group-oriented and took a
generally benign view ofthe insane.63 Madness was caused by thejinn, the evil eye, or
one's failure to observe prescribed rituals and taboos; by physical or emotional
trauma; by heredity or simply by God (khilqa). Treatment was an indistinguishable
blend ofmagic and empiricism. Aside from protection from insanity by charms and
amulets, cautery (kayy) might be applied to the head or painful part of the body.
Madness might be exorcised by a shaykh, in which case special conditions for healing
had to be fulfilled.64 As early as the thirteenth century in Anatolia, the dervishes
performed exorcisms,65 and they persisted in the saft hospices or tekkes of the later
60 See Max Meyerhof, 'Beitrage zum Volksheilglauben der heutigen Agypter', Der Islam, 1917, 7:
305-344; for Upper Egypt, Palestine, North Africa, etc., see Meyerhofrs bibliographical references; Karmi,
op. cit., note 39 above, pp. 315-339; and note 63 below.
61 E.g. Edvard A. Westermarck, Ritual andbeliefin Morocco, London, Macmillan, 1926, vol. 1, pp. 271.
276, 336, 370.
62 SeeEI,2s.v. "Djinn" (MacDonald, Masse, Boratav, Nizami, and Voorhaeve); Ernst Zbinden, Die Djinn
desIslan unterderaltorientalische Geisterglaube, Berne, 1953; Klein-Franke (1982) op.cit., note 32 above, pp.
8-27; Hans Drijvers, 'The persistence ofpagan cults and practices in Christian Syria', in East ofBr:antiunm:
SyriaandArmeniain theformativeperiod, (Dumbarton Oaks Symposium, 1980), Washington, D.C., 1982, p.
38; Karl Opitz, Die Medizin im Koran, Stuttgart, Enke, 1906, p. 22ff.
63 K. S. Durrany, 'Arab psychiatry', Stud. Hist. Med., September 1980, p. 218f. For the persistence of
traditional attitudes and beliefs about insanity in modern Egypt, see Marilyn A. Mayers, 'A century of
psychiatry: the Egyptian mental hospitals', dissertation, Princeton University, 1984.
6 See the description of a Muslim exorcist in J. A. Jaussen, 'Le Cheikh Sa'ad ad-Din et les Djinna
Na6plouse', Palestine Oriental Soc. J., 1920-24, 1-4: 145-157.
Terzioglu (1974), op. cit., note 21 above, p. 52.
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MiddleAges.66 Morerecently, thezarceremony, intended primarily forwomen, might
be used to exorcise evil spirits.67
It should be said, however, that SunnT Islam did not promote the doctrine of
supernatural healing comparable to Christianity, nor did it possess a clergy
empowered to perform exorcisms. Yet, the spread of sffism, especially from the
eleventh century AD, permitted the resort to saints and saints' tombs for miraculous
healing; there was an intimate connection betweenjinn and the saints' baraka (blessed
power). As for the religious minorities in Islamic society, there was a remarkable
continuity ofsupernatural practices. For example, the pre-Islamic Christian practice
ofincubation in achurch, particularly onededicated to St George, where theviolently
insane were often bound, lasted in the Middle East from the early Byzantine era until
modern times.68 Despite our present-day scepticism about such supernatural beliefs
and practices, they were widely believed in by people throughout the Mediterranean
world during the medieval period, with freemasonry between the three Semitic
religions. It may be that folk psychiatry-arising as it does out ofnative perceptions
andexperience andansweringdeeply feltneeds-isthemosteffectiveofall theformsof
native medicine.69
The sociological aspect ofmedical pluralism concerns roughly the continuum ofan
individual's social status based on wealth, education, family, and so forth. It was often
decisiveinthecareofthementallydisturbed because oftheirprolonged treatment. The
Islamic hospital served primarily the needs of the poor who had no other recourse.
Because ofthe special status ofMuslim women, theircare in a hospital would seem to
indicate the complete inability offamilies to provide for their supervision. Moreover,
one can detect a steady resistance to incarceration of the insane unless the family
memberwasaseriousdanger to himselfortoothers. Theprimaryresponsibility forthe
mentally ill in the Middle East had always fallen on the family, and familial medical
care persisted until modern times. The Qur'an and Islamic law strongly promote this
duty: "Do notgive to theincompetent [sufaha] theirpropertythat God hasassigned to
you to manage; provide for them and clothe them out of it; and speak to them
honourable words."70
Therichwereable to payforexpensivedrugs, medical care, and nursingorwereable
to mollify the afflicted ifthe person were not too disturbed. The author ofthe famous
treatise on melancholy, Ishaq ibn 'Imran, was called from Baghdad to Qayrawan by
the last Aghlabid ruler for treatment ofhis mental illness. Unfortunately for Ishaq, a
rivalry developed between him and another physician that inclined the suspicious, if
66 The treatment of the insane in such a hospice in the modern Sudan is described by John Racy,
'Psychiatry in theArab East', in L. Carl Brown and Norman Ikzkowitz (editors),Ps.ychologicaldimensionsof
Near Easternstudies, Princeton, Darwin Press, 1977, p. 317. For the medical aspects ofthe tekke in the later
Middle Ages, see Leiser and Dols, op. cit., note 40 above.
67 See John G. Kennedy, 'Nubian Zar ceremonies as psychotherapy', Human Organization, 1967, 26:
185-194.
68 See Dols, op. cit., note 18 above, p. 145ff.; The travelsof Monsieurde Thivenot, op. cit., note 37 above,
part 1, p. 138. For the persistence of monastic healing in Syria until the nineteenth century, see H.
Katchadourian, 'The historical background ofpsychiatry in Lebanon', Bull. Hist. Med., 1980, 54: 547f; D.
Howell, 'Health rituals at a Lebanese shrine', Middle Eastern Studies, 1970, 6: 181.
69 Racy, op. cit., note 66 above, p. 317.
70 Qur'an 4:4. See A. J. Arberry, (trans.), The Koran interpreted. New York, 1955, vol. 1, p. 100.
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not paranoid, sultan against Ishaq. Accusations by his colleague led to lshaq's
execution by the unstable ruler.7' An example of royal appeasement is the case of
an-Nasir Muhammad, the sultan of Egypt from 901/1496 to 903/1498.72 The
chronicler Ibn lyas tells us that:
The sultan had a woman whipped in front of him who was then compelled to promenade
obscenely on an ass and to wear a yoke on her neck. Such had never been seen before. The sultan
presented, moreover, signs of insanity, so that Kurtbay [the vizier] thought well of keeping him
under surveillance by four noble guards. They were charged with preventing him from playing
with the children ofthe people and, in a general manner, preventing him from all initiative. The
regent ofthe king, Thnibak Damall, slept each night close to him. All these precautions proved
useless, for the dissolution of the sultan passed all limits.73
The account of Ibn lyas continues with a long, interesting chPonicle of what he
considered to be abnormal or unacceptable behaviour by the sultan, reminiscent ofthe
criticism of al-Hakim in the early eleventh century. Ibn lyas was particularly
censorious ofthe deviance of the sultan in his religious observances, which impaired
the diffused dignity of Muslim worship.74
The somatic aspect of medical pluralism encompasses the spectrum between an
individual's health and illness; regarding insanity, it is a continuum of behaviour
between what was deemed normal and abnormal. We can well imagine that most ofthe
modern types of mental illness were present in the medieval period despite culturally
determined aspects ofsymptomatology.75 In any case, behaviour could vary from the
observably depressed to the highly agitated and enraged, from the harmless madman
to the dangerous lunatic. In the latter case, he might be physically or politically
dangerous. Aggressive, destructive, or sacrilegious behaviour without a reasonable
cause appears to have been the major criterion for judging someone to be insane in
medieval Islamic society.
The intersection of these three planes is the point where a decision about medical
treatment ismadein most illnesses. For mental illness, it is the point where a decision is
made on the basis of the behaviour of the afflicted, his background, and his
intellectual/spiritual orientation. The symptomatology (in this case behaviour) was
crucial but very perplexing. Nevertheless, medieval Islamic society appears to have
allowed considerable latitude in the determination ofwhat was normal and abnormal;
by tolerating a wide variety of human behaviour, it appears to have accommodated
especially the harmless madman and madwoman within the community.76 Culturally
sanctioned categories ofunusual social behaviour included the wise fool and the holy
fool, the poet and the lover.77
71 Ishaq ibn 'Imran, Maqala, xiii-xiv.
72 See also the accounts ofSultan an-Nasir Shihab ad-Din Ahmad (742/1341-42) inal-Maqrifi, as-Suluik,
part 2, vol. 3, pp. 593-619, andIbn Taghri Birdi, an-Nujfim az-zahira, Cairo, 1929-56, vol. 10, pp. 50-77.
73 IbnIyas, Histoire des mamlouks circassiens, vol. 2, p. 378.
74 EI2,S.V. "al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah" (M. Canard).
75 See the sensitive treatment ofthe related subject ofhallucinations in lhsan al-Issa, 'Social and cultural
aspects of hallucinations', Psychol. Bull., 1977, 84: 570-587.
6 This is not to say that Islamic society did not have a normative scheme of behaviour, for normative
conduct was expressed by the notion of adab. The concept is discussed, although with anelitist and sufi
emphasis, in Barbara D. Metcalf (editor), Moral conduct and authority, Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1984. From an ethical point of view, see Encyclopaedia Iranica, s. v. "Aklaq" (F. Rahman).
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The village idiot, the courtjester, and the wise fool were tolerated forms ofpossible
derangement. The archetypal wise fool in Islamic literature is Buhll, the entertaining
and harmless critic of social conditions and mores. He typically lurks undisturbed in
the cemetery, is molested in the streets by children, or is fettered and put in chains.
Having abandoned everyday cares, he trusts in God's aid and men's charity. His
intense sensitivity plays on the ambiguity between the unholy and holy fool.78
Divine madness is well exemplified by the majdhab79 or Muslim holy fool, who is
quite comparable to the Christian saint.80 As the focus ofthe holy in everyday life, he
was free to wander, testing other men's charity if not their sanity.8' As a successful
prophet, he might even claim to be the expected mahd or messiah. Leo Africanus
describes the ordinary majdhdb in sixteenth-century North Africa:
There are certain people in [Tunis] whom a man would take to be distraught, which goe
bare-headed and bare-footed, carrying stones about with them, and these are reverenced by the
common people, for men of singular holiness. Moreouver on the behalf of one of these mad
fellowes, called Sidi el-Dahi; and for the residue ofhis fond societie, the king ofTunis built one of
the aforesaid monasteries, and endowed the same with most ample revenues.82
This description can be complemented by many others, both native and foreign. The
earlyethnographer Edvard Westermarck summarized the matter in the following way:
There is finally a class of holy men and women that is recruited from idiots and
madmen ... harmless lunatics are venerated as saints, whose reason is in heaven while the body is
onearth ... [Themajdhiib] is aperson who is more orless out ofhismind, talkative, often wearing
his hair long (such a person is in Fez called Vbfiiub), but often clean in habits. He is considered
moreholythan thebuilali; indeed, ofthelatter it is sometimes said, . . . "A bilaliisdevoid ofGod's
mercy." Baraka amounting to sainthood is also ascribed to a person who is said to be
mhalhal .. , a form of temporary insanity which shows itselfin great nervous excitement. This
expression is used of shereefs in cases where an ordinary person would be regarded as mejniun,
mejdfub, orbulali. The saintly lunatic is not held responsible forany absurdity hecommits. During
myfirststay in Feztherewasan insanewoman who used towalk about inastate ofperfect nudity;
and when I visited the same town again, after an interval ofnearly twelve years, she was still alive
andcontinued herold habit. Oneofthe dead saints ofFez, Sidi Hammadi, who wasmejdtub in his
lifetime, is also known to have walked about in the town quite naked; he is buried in the house
where he lived, and a feast (musem) in his honour is arranged every autumn by his relatives.83
77 Socrates posited four formsofdivine madness, from which ourgreatest blessings are supposed tocome;
they are prophetic, telestic, poetic, and amatory. See Simon's discussion, op. cit., note 24 above, pp. 150f,
185f. Promoted by Aristotle, these categories appear in Rufus of Ephesus' work on melancholy, but they
died out in late-antique Greek medicine; see Flashar, op. cit., note 22 above, pp. 97, 104. Yet, these
non-pathological categories of madness may be said analytically to characterize types of unusual social
behaviour that were permitted in Islamic society.
78 Ulrich Marzolph, Der Weise Narr Buhliu, (Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes),
Wiesbaden, Steiner, 1983;an-Nisabuin, 'Uqlia'al-majanin, ed. W. F. al-Kaylani, Cairo, 1924; P. Loosen, 'Die
weisen Narren des Naisibfirl', Assyriologie, 1912, 27: 184-229.
79 The delicate ambiguity between mental illness and sanctity seems even greater in the malangs ofSouth
Asia; see Katherine Ewing, 'Malangs ofthe Punjab: intoxication or Adab as the path to God', in Metcalf
(editor), op. cit., note 76 above, pp. 357-371.
80 EII s.v. "Madjdhuib" (R. A. Nicholson); El,2 s.v. "Madjdhfib" (R. Gramlich); R. M. Eaton, Sufis of
Bijapur, 1300-1700, Princeton University Press, 1978, pp. 243-248, 288f, 295f; Heinrich Schipperges, 'Der
Narr und sein Humanum im islamischen Mittelalter', Gesnerus, 1961, 18: 1-12; Alessandro Bausani, 'Note
sul "Pazzo Sacro" nell'Islam', Studi e Materiale di Storia delle Religioni, 1958, 29: 93-107; 1. Goldziher,
Muslim studies, London, Allen & Unwin, 1971, vol. 2, p. 264.
81 See Dols, op. cit., note 18 above, n. 7; see also Robert Kirscher, 'The vocation of holiness in late
antiquity', Vigiliae Christianae, 1984, 38: 105-124.
82 Leo Africanus, The history and description, vol. 3, p. 721.
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The growth of aOfism in the later Middle Ages, with its emphasis on personal
mystical experience and ritual, must haveenlarged the latitude forunusual behaviour.
Divine inspiration, or creative talent, was an acknowledged attribute of Islamic
poets. Thiskind ofmadnessisnicelydemonstrated in Arabic, wheremajnum (madman)
may mean a poet or soothsayer who is inspired by jinn. The Prophet had to defend
himselfagainst the imputation by hisenemies that he wasmajnun and that the Qur'an,
itself was inspired by jinn. It is unlikely that majnan in the Qur'an, referring to
Muhammad, originally meant his insanity, although this was a later interpretation of
the term.84 According to at-Tabarl, Muhammad is supposed to have feared that he
hadbecomeeitherapoetorapersonpossessedbyjinn, butGabrielassuredhimthathe
was a prophet inspired by God.85
Thepassionate loverisa familiar figurein oriental literature. The story ofLaylaand
Majn4n is a classic romance of a man's obsessive love. Denied Layla's hand in
marriage, Majnfn loses his reason and wanders half-naked, refusing food and living
amongwild animals. His father takes him on thepilgrimage to Mecca, but his madness
only increases. He does, however, have moments of lucidity when he talks of Layla,
attempts to regain her, and composes verses about her that he recites to those curious
people who have come to see him. Before he dies, he encounters Layla on only one
further occasion. The love story was greatly developed in the Persian and Turkish
literary traditions, particularly in a mystical direction. Thus Majnfn, as a complex
literary figure, came to represent vividly most of the forms of "divine madness".86
Finally, returning to the model ofmedical pluralism, it is a valuable tool ofanalysis
because it does not suggest a static view ofmedicine, and with regard to the insane, it
can account for the bewildering variety of responses to unusual behaviour. Despite
some difficulties with this theoretical construct, it is a helpful framework for
understanding a very complex historical phenomenon. There are three distinct
advantages to such a paradigm beyond the issue of insanity. It places medicine
squarely in its social context as a malleable craft and emphasizes the role ofthe patient
and family, rather than the doctor alone, in the determination of medical treatment.
Second, it avoids the mistaken notion that naturalistic medicine was the exclusive
preserve ofthe upperclass and, conversely, that the lowerclass was devoted to magical
and religious healing. And third, it emphasizes the continua in the three ranges,
especially the intellectual, rather than the customary emphasis on conflict and
tensions. I donotmeantodeny that such tensions existed between religion and medical
science in the Middle Ages.87 The paradigm, however, accounts more fully for the
eclectic and oftencontradictory beliefs and practices in the medical and historical texts
and, presumably, in the lives of ordinary people.
83 Westermarck, op. cit., note 61 above, vol. 1. pp. 47-49; aside from his bibliographical reterences, see
A.-B. Clot-Bey, Apergu gne&al sur lEgypte, Paris, 1840, vol. 2, pp. 52-54; and Moreau, op. cit.. note 42
above, pp. 117-119.
84 EI2s.v. "Madjnfin" (A. T. Welch); W. Montgomery Watt, Bell'sintroduction to the Qur'an, Edinburgh,
1970, pp. 77f, 153f; 0. M. Ozturk, 'Folk treatment ofmental illness in Turkey', in A. Kiev (editor), Magic,
faith, and healing: studies in primitive psychiatry today, London, Collier-Macmillan, 1964, p. 349.
85 Ta'rikh, vol. 1, p. 1150; A. Guillaume (trans.), The life of Muhammad, London, 1955, p. 106.
86EI,2s.v. 'Madjnun Layla' (Ch. Pellat, de Bruijn, Flemming, and Haywood); Andre Miquel and Percy
Kemp, Majnuin et Layla: lamourfou, Paris, 1984.
87 See Dols, op. cit., note 38 above, p. 40.
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